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Chapter five Political movement and political culture 

make the transition  

 
In seven , the eighties, with the transition to the modern industrialized city 

society of society of Taiwan, especially the growth , improvement of the social 

whole level of education and development of Taiwan media of the middle class 

of Taiwan, the foundation that the social political culture of mainstream in 

Taiwan made the transition has already possessed, but the realization that the 

political culture in Taiwan made the transition, namely make the transition from 

subject's culture to participant's culture, depend on people's exposed to and 

admitting the basic idea of participant's political culture and engaged in 

practice that politics is participated in and training. This course is course 

studied , knowing , admitting , such as participant's political culture criterion , 

value included ,etc., namely leading factor, participant of culture strength come 

from two respect, first, politics of Taiwan object to sport, second, the 

democratization political reform which the Kuomintang government pursues . 

The democratic political reform of the Kuomintang government is the forming 

promoting the people to participate in the politics and politics and participate in 

the orientation from top to bottom , in an orderly manner, it is the forming 

promoting the democratic reform of Taiwan and people's politics to participate 

in and participate in the orientation from bottom to top to object to sports in 

politics of Taiwan. Object to sports in politics of Taiwan after the war and is 

propagated , lecture , parade , demonstrate etc. to advocate the democratic 

values of the western type in the street through running for , newspapers and 

periodicals , on one hand has broken it to the authoritative superstition of 
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political legitimacy and traditional subject's culture of regime of the Kuomintang, 

have promote the popularization in citizen's cultural ideas , such as 

democracy , participating in ,etc., has liberated people's thought; Criticize 

through the politics of agitating the people to participate in being ruled to the 

Kuomintang's authority actually in practice on the other hand, have promoted 

the improvement and politics of people's political sense of participation to 

participate in the consolidation of the orientation. Moreover , it but also the 

important external strength of promoting the Kuomintang to carry on the 

democratization of politics reform to object to sports in politics of Taiwan after 

entering the eighties. So, object to sports and bear " standing " of " breaking " 

and participant's political culture to traditional subject's culture in the course of 

promoting the political culture in Taiwan and making the transition in politics of 

Taiwan after the war Double for role,one that have the may be essential 

without being acted on its .  

Objected to sports, once assaulted to the political system legitimacy 

production of the Kuomintang's authority seriously in politics in Taiwan, 

whether is it break old some subject cultural idea to help , promote participant 

political politics that culture form object to sport have. The the fifties one " it is 

free China " it is as thunder shaking case,quick one not bright Peng of the 

sixties <save oneself declaration of Taiwan people>, rise of sports outside the 

party and establishment and engaged in the operation that politics was 

participated in of the opposition of the eighties of the seventies.  

 Section one Intellectual teaching beginners to 

democratic culture  

Since managing era on day, under the influence of democratic thought in the 
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west, the orientation that the political elite of Taiwan has comparatively positive 

pursuit democracy and politics that participate in. But through 228 incident and 

the Kuomintang blow that authority rule after the war, political elite or death in 

the native country of Taiwan, or go abroad, or it is reticent to sink into politics, 

its political influence power and political activity are greatly weakened. Under 

this background, spread about freedom , democratic idea of Taiwan and 

development of the democratic movement of the fifties, mainly from coming 

from it last intellectual leading factor , freedom of democracy continent,among 

them ' the getting more representative most, it is from thunder been shake" 

free China " in one that represent ' (HuaYuan Xue, whether 1996: 183). Whole 

the fifties, as the propaganda position that is sent freely, " free China " 

magazine deliver a series of has given that democracy of constitutional 

government , freedom of speech ,etc. bludgon the Kuomintang into and set up 

the article ruling system of the authority, make China send intellectuals to 

pursue political democracy and free firewood fire and transmit and extended in 

Taiwan freely. " free China " advocates the democratic constitutional 

government, objects to the struggle of authoritative dictatorship, object to 

sports and bury seeds for the politics of Taiwan in the future , have set an 

example. It make the transition it produce one that bludgon into of at what 

1964 print and distribute been MingMin Peng <Taiwan nationality save oneself 

declaration of>, it is a kind of radical revolutionary psychology that Peng 

MingMin represents, there is very big difference with the reform proposed in 

the system of " free China ", Peng Ming's quick impact on Taiwan of opinion is 

far-reaching, even become major political ideology of Taiwan by the 21st 

century.  
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First, the thunder is shaken with " free China "  

Hu Shi , thunder shake etc. and support the freedom of the Kuomintang to 

send intellectuals in " free China "'s magazine, a current politics publication 

established supported by Chiang Kai-shek. The Kuomintang government's 

governance at the continent collapsed rapidly in 1949, this made liberalism 

intellectual of anti-communism of shaking like Hu Shi , thunder etc. very 

anxious, they advocate establishing the publication, establishing 

anti-communism faith through propagating freedom democracy, inspire people, 

defeat Communist Party from psychology. Because the Kuomintang rapidly 

routed in mainland, the proposal is it forward Taiwan to to pass through many 

hands or places finally in magazine - " free China " that Shanghai establish, 

started publication in Taibei on November 20 , 1949, is served as a magazine 

publisher by Hu Shi in U.S.A. at that time, it is a real host of this magazine that 

the thunder is shaken .  

The beginning when establish, " free China " magazine insist 

anti-communism , gather around political standpoint of Jiang, its relation 

with the Kuomintang's regime is quite close. The Kuomintang government 

not only offers the funds of certain number for it but also offer to the office 

premises. The Kuomintang authorities support the establishment of " free 

China "'s magazine, its intention is very obvious too; On one hand at 

mainland, regime of the Kuomintang of danger and disaster, person who 

neglect a responsibility of U.S.A., of losing, need the support of different 

political strength very much. It is very valuable to Chiang Kai-shek and the 

Kuomintang in the support of sending the intellectual Hu Shi ,etc. of 

freedom with important influence of Chinese intellectual circles ; On the 

other hand, " free China "'s magazine is used to improve one's own 
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international image by the Kuomintang's regime too, strive for U.S.A. help , 

send intellectuals to support the tool of the Kuomintang freely inside and 

outside drawing above sea level. Except that anti-communism , gather 

around Jiang, " free China " key aim of magazine to set up the democratic 

society of freedom of the America and Europe type in China. For the issue 

aim written in " free China ", whether Hu Shi maintain clearly (quote Li Xiao 

peak since, 1991. 57-58):  

  First, propagate the sterling worth of the freedom and democracy to 

national people, and supervise the government to reform politics           

Economy, the society that sets up freedom democracy;  

     Second, support the government to prevent the expansion of Communist 

Party;  

     Third, in order to do the best to help the compatriot of 

enemy-occupied area;  

  Fourth, in order to impel the Republic of China to become freedom China  

1. This indicates that sends intellectuals in promoters of the magazine and 

united freedom around the magazine, on one hand firm anti-communism, 

supervise the Kuomintang government to give up the autocratic and 

personal dictatorship of one party again on the other hand, set up the 

freedom democracy of the America and Europe type. They still include 

expecting to Chiang Kai-shek's support that can become freedom China to 

rule the Republic of China under in the Kuomintang. The thunder shakes 

and promotes freedom China's sports to have two basic purposes : (Lei 

Zhen, 2003: 33) 

2. The thunder shakes and thinks that should unite all anti-communism 

personages to oppose the Communist Party of China in the Kuomintang of 
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Taiwan with in the war of the Communist Party of China.  

The thunder is shaken and objected to the Kuomintang's maintaining ' 

organizes and will not oppose Communist Party with the style unless model 

Communist Party. ' statement. He thinks the Kuomintang after coming to 

Taiwan ' can't adopt the Russian method , needs to use the way of the 

democratic political party, and make the autocratic platform policy , can't call 

the Three People's Principles specially in not available two yuan method, 

compatriots so as not to break one's promise. '  

However, the improvement with the political , economic environment that the 

Kuomintang faces as time goes on , the thunder shakes here and plants the 

idea that courts freedom democracy , objects to dictatorship , the unavoidable 

conflict emerges to attempt to strengthen the method of the autocratic rule with 

Chiang Kai-shek's father and son after all .  

After Korea S.'s fight broke out in 1950, U.S.A. changes the policy to Taiwan, 

includes Taiwan in the anti-communism of U.S.A., strategic track of the cold 

war again, and send the seventh ancient bronze mirror team to enter the 

Taiwan Straits , prevent the Communist Party of China army from invading 

Taiwan, there is basic security in the governance in Taiwan of the Kuomintang. 

Under this background, Chiang Kai-shek passes the transformation of the 

Kuomintang correctly, strengthen the control on society of Taiwan , politics, set 

up strong man's authoritative system in Taiwan, this shakes with thunder when 

freedom and sends the intellectual's democratic idea of constitutional 

government to conflict . And " free China " at this moment gather around 

anti-communism Jiang put on have priority position definitely no longer too, not 

only has relaxed the criticism to communism gradually but also encroaches on 

human rights , free incident tolerance attitude taken to the Kuomintang 
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government at this moment and changes, turn more energy to every question 

inside the Kuomintang and propose introspecting and making a self-criticism, 

criticize the corruption of the Kuomintang more. In this way, as the security of 

Taiwan gets the further guarantee, on one hand, Chiang Kai-shek sends the 

intellectual's demand to already to freedom reduce, Taiwan to establish 

political system strong man authoritative direction is it send on the other hand, 

therefore, " free China " floats with the conflict of the Kuomintang authorities 

gradually 枱 One.  

" it is free for China " issue of June 1 <whether government can't lure the 

people crime of entering of> one article cause with conflict, the Kuomintang of 

authorities, " free China " suspended publication by September of 1960, sent 

intellectuals to launch a series of criticism to the Kuomintang government 

through " free China "'s magazine in freedom, object to the Kuomintang's 

setting up authoritative political system in Taiwan, advocate modern 

democratic thoughts , such as freedom of speech , democracy of constitutional 

government , political party competition ,etc.. As a current politics publication 

sending the intellectual freely, " free China " is besides advocating the human 

rights of the talent , democratic politics , freedom of speech, it embodies a 

concentrated reflection of the following several respect with conflict between 

the Kuomintang:  

The first , opposition army and party educating  

At the beginning when the Kuomintang transforms , Chiang Kai-shek decides 

to establish the Kuomintang party headquaters in the army, in order to 

strengthen the control on army , the opposition that this method is shaken by 

the thunder. It is expressed that the thunder shakes and writes articles in " free 

China ", ' the Kuomintang in the future is only an ordinary political party under a 
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constitution ', under the constitutional government system, it is that ' party and 

military affairs have it is the the less little in relation it is the the less fine ' 

(horse,1993: 51),Advocate the military country. In another report, the thunder 

shakes and quotes the suggestion that young left Shun of party grows, it think ' 

doctrine of the Kuomintang in the Three People's Principles ' (Ma,1993: 

51),Shouldn't arrange in course of the school , must advocate ' abolish the 

Three People's Principles course of the school, maintain army should belong 

to country , the Kuomintang this party army at the same time, should also 

cancel the military party headquaters immediately . ' (horse, 1993: 51)these 

views that the thunder shakes are attacked bitterly by Chiang Kai-shek and 

Chiang Ching-kuo once coming forth , say he ' the instigating of Communist 

Party , this is the most reactionary thought '. (Xue HuaYuan, 1996: 82) 

Though reprimanded by Chiang Kai-shek's father and son, the thunder is 

shaken and has not given up one's own political opinion and aim of " free 

China " , utilize " free China " to be the public opinion position instead, educate 

and criticize the party of the Kuomintang further. Among the magazine, thunder 

is it issue reply view slowly <young anti-communism save the nation to perfect 

discussion of development group to shake in will it be October 16 1952 " free 

China " that publish > One article. Though the article has not advocated saving 

the nation the group will have dissolved, and only the development of the 

group puts forward suggesting to saving the nation, such as maintaining that 

group's director is hold concurrentlied by Minister of Ministry of Education to 

save the nation, save the nation group can enter enter school , should is it 

educate normally to hinder from , article is it is it is it save the nation fury of 

Chiang Ching-kuo of group to responsible for to cause still to issue. Chiang 

Ching-kuo is it reply view and thunder is it have to shake slowly to declare 
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publicly ' help Communist Party dislike ', in a moment, Chiang Kai-shek 

announces too ' there is Communist Party inside the society of " free China " '. 

Under Chiang Kai-shek's father and son's pressure, Lei ZhenHe's " free China 

" has not shrunk back , has educated and put forward sharp criticism to the 

party of the Kuomintang further instead. Published it on the 12th issue of 

volume 11 of " free China " of the publication in December of 1954, published 

an article entitled ' rescueing the education crisis '. The article is criticized 

educational authorities and Chiang Ching-kuo's responsible saving the nation 

in the group, make use of educating its name and implementing party 

education, the Three People's Principles , Premier's instructions left by the 

dead , the president's instructions and the youth who go on writing for pages 

and pages save the nation various kinds of of the group must read the 

brochure to force students and recite, what is the group assign to still let 

students undertake to save the nation is various kinds of activities. The article 

thinks that all these have interfered the normal structure of education of the 

school seriously, call upon ' rescue educational crisis ', call upon ' educational 

authorities save the nation group can't false name that educate walk what 

�party educate real '.   

After this article is issued, Chiang Kai-shek flies into a rage, orders to expel the 

Kuomintang which Ray shook from the Party. The thunder which has broken 

away from the Kuomintang shakes and walks with " free China "'s magazine on 

the road of confronting with the Kuomintang the farther.  

Second, criticize current politics , object to Chiang Kai-shek and is 

reelectedded President  

October of 1956 was Chiang Kai-shek's 70th birthday. When close to the 

birthday, Chiang Kai-shek publishes the proclamation , requires all circles to 
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offer a piece of advice to him. " free China " takes the opportunity of this, puts 

out" congratulating the special issue on his or her birthday ", invite Hu Shi , 

reply view , Tao BaiChuan and wait for the name to send intellectuals to write 

articles respectively freely slowly, offer suggestion and criticism to Chiang 

Kai-shek and the Kuomintang authorities. The editorial " congratulating the 

special issue on his or her birthday " offers the suggestion of counting and 

clicking to Chiang Kai-shek: Choose and become talents , establish the 

responsibility cabinet , implement the military country, cancel the Kuomintang 

party headquaters in the army. Hu Shi advise Chiang Kai-shek make timid 

location head of first ' have no intelligently , incapability , do nothing ' hard 

among article. " free China " is to the bold criticism and suggestion of Chiang 

Kai-shek and the Kuomintang, it just causes the sensation in Taiwan to make 

this magazine publish the publication, so that print 13 editions in succession , 

several months long for issue. The editorial <today's administration of justice > 

of the first issue of volume 17 published on July 1 , 1957 points out that ' the 

administration of justice of Taiwan was not so good as era more yet than day 

today ' (Xue HuaYuan, 1996: 139). Meanwhile, " free China "'s magazine is 

classified as ' the enemy who disseminates the toxin thought ' by the 

Kuomintang formally too (Xue HuaYuan, 1996: 139),what opposition that has 

already understand been publiclied to this authorities of the Kuomintang " free 

China " advocated is free and democratic, and what went on to the printing , 

issue of this magazine publicly was suppressed . From August of 1957, " free 

China " regarded ' the question of today ' as the total title, put out 15 thematic 

editorials, the questions , such as politics , economy , military , culture and 

education of Taiwan ,etc. carry on the systematic comment . Yin that Professor 

write in him HaiGuang first editorial have in ' what it is , what is spoken ', 
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criticize the Kuomintang with ' the national benefit ', ' fundamental state policy ', 

' unusual time ', ' state of emergency ', ' country altogether ',etc. last freedom of 

speech for excuse(HuaYuan Xue, 1996: 147). He still points out that ' the 

political party is a government ', the idea that ' the government is the country ' 

is wrong. He says: Within ' a country, only have a statement of a political party, 

is a totalitarian statement that rules of dictatorship now. In the modern 

democratic state, within pieces of country,at period not the same it can have 

political party of several pieces '. (Xue HuaYuan, 1996: 148)' the political party 

is not equal to the government , not equal to the country either '. (Xue 

HuaYuan, 1996: 149)in this way, " free China " is it point to one autocratic with 

Chiang Kai-shek's individual autocratic rule party of the Kuomintang directly 

spearhead to keep at all.  

According to the stipulations of article 47 of " constitution of the Republic of 

China ": The president , vice president's term of office is six years, can be 

reappointed once. It was at the time of Chiang Kai-shek's second president's 

expiration of term in 1960. Sending intellectuals in freedom, since Hu Shi 

objects to Chiang Kai-shek's reappointed going onning in order to lower, think 

that will break and hurt the constitutional government system in this way. From 

1959, " free China " has published a series of articles and objected to Chiang 

Kai-shek's reappointed the third presidenting, and criticize to supporting the 

speech that is reappointed and taking action . Though the opposition of " free 

China " fails to prevent Chiang Kai-shek from being reappointed, but these 

speeches of " free China ", to propagating the democratic thought of 

constitutional government at home, still play a unique role.  

Three,  it is autocratic to prepare and organize the opposition , one party of 

the Kuomintang of challenge  
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Such persons as Hu Shi , thunder shook maintained long ago that set up an 

opposition in Taiwan, by checking and balancing to the party in power. The 

Kuomintang sends the squeezing, coming as a hard blow at and exposing 

one's past misdeeds of the intellectual to " free China " and freedom, must use 

the thunder to make and shake the freedom that is headed by and send ' 

consciousness to and must condense strength , realize it when can't even be 

ensured to enter the freedom remonstrated with , the political strength that 

must be formed the essence can supervise the Kuomintang effectively just 

now, just it may impel Taiwan the political democracies realization ' (Xue 

HuaYuan, whether 1996: 149). Since April of 1957, " free China "'s magazine 

has published the article and appealed for establishing the opposition 

constantly. Hu Shi is a designer of the new opposition, and is named in ' 

Chinese Democratic Party ' for it, the thunder shakes and not merely explains 

the opposing question theoretically, and begin to set about carrying on the 

preparatory work of the new party. Set-up course of the new party, non-Party 

personage and liberalism intellectual coming to Taiwan in the mainland too, the 

course combined with social elites , such as local political personage ,etc. with 

the local intellectual in Taiwan. The Kuomintang withdraws after Taiwan, on 

one hand implement the autocratic autocratic rule of one party, on one hand 

inhibit Taiwanese in power is distributed , this makes social elite in the native 

country of Taiwan very disappointed and depressed. And it is autocratic with 

the autocratic rule to object to one party in " free China ", propagate Great 

Britain's American free democracy , has caused their great sympathetic 

response. So, as time goes on, the liberalism intellectual's colony taking " free 

China " as the core and combination of local elite of Taiwan, become the thing 

naturally. The establishment of the opposition will be that this kind of one that 
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combined bound the pharmaceutical . Once the democratic thought of the 

liberalism intellectual's freedom is combined with elite in Taiwan with mass 

foundation in the native country, can form the strong challenge to one party of 

the Kuomintang autocratically . In the local election of Taiwan held in April of 

1960, because the Kuomintang controlled the affair of selecting and practiced 

fraud, impel the local elite and thunder in Taiwan to shake and send 

intellectuals to joint together when freedom, prepare to establish the opposition 

together. ' May of 1960, after parliament's election of the province, they hold " 

this local election forum of nonparty personage out of office " in Taibei, 

determine to organize " the local election improve the forum ". " electing to 

improve the forum " is established formally on June 25, claim to prepare and 

organize a new political party immediately , working hard for the real 

democracy, it is the new party's spokesman to elect ten thousand occupying , 

Ray and shaking , Gao YuShu Li ! -! -! -7, during August, the personage who 

prepares and organizes the new party holds a series of touring forums in the 

whole Taiwan, meanwhile, the government begins to suppress taking action 

too, the feeling manages the unit and has jurisdiction over " rain field group " 

under and has already been established when such persons as the thunder is 

shaken object to Chiang Kai-shek three and is . ' (Li XiaoFeng, 1991: 

74-76),new Ray decided at the higher level but not officially announced of 

party shakes for the general secretary, presides over the concrete work 

actually. After this, such persons as the thunder was shaken announced many 

times that Chinese Democratic Party will be established at the end of 

September or the beginning of October. Establish the opposition , is 

undoubtedly challenging autocratically to one party of the Kuomintang , 

challenge Chiang Kai-shek's autocratic rule too, have already gone beyond the 
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range that Chiang Kai-shek can tolerate . Wait for opposition establish, the 

Kuomintang on September 4 with suspected of being involved in arresting 

thunder shaking and " free China " in charge of the rebellion editor-in-chief 

people ,etc. Fu authorities. Afterwards, " free China "'s magazine suspends 

publication, the preparing and organizing of the opposition ends up in nothing 

definite too.  

" free China "'s magazine is carrying on the unyielding criticism to the thing that 

the Kuomintang violated the democratic principle of constitutional government, 

pursued the behavior with autocratic dictatorship constantly in it 11 years 

existing, though the opposition of " free China " fails to prevent Chiang 

Kai-shek's autocratic rule, however, it is no matter in popularizing the 

democratic idea of freedom, or in participating in promoting the political 

movement of the democratic reform actually, played an indelible role , make 

the tradition of intellectual's free democracy of pursuit since the May Fourth 

Movement of the continent be extended. Democracy , legal system , free idea 

advocated in " free China " have influenced the intellectual of new generation 

of Taiwan deeply, ' the thought seed sown by it has been influenced since 1970 

times , the political movement of resuming gradually ' (Xue HuaYuan, 1996: 

391). Though " free China " has already suspended publication, a flag not 

poured of picture of its, leading the young man of future generation in Taiwan 

to join politics to object to sports, engaged in Taiwan in a lot of the seventies 

and eightiesesing , the leader whose politics object to sports entered things , 

like the influence of the democratic thought of constitutional government that " 

free China " has propagated deeply , such as Zhang JunHong , Kang 

NingXiang , Lin ZhengJie ,etc.. (Ren YuDe, 1999: 58) 

The free democratic ideals pursued , advocating failed to be realized in the 
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1950s in " free China ", because the social condition of Taiwan did not possess 

at that time. The strengthening of agricultural society , strong autocratic 

machine , approval and subject's consciousness of winning peasants of land 

reform which the Kuomintang pursues of the Kuomintang of relying mainly on 

peasant, economic development make the Kuomintang regime political 

legitimacy improvement of degree, all these in at that time obstacle that 

Taiwanese grow up smoothly free seed of democracy. With the transition , 

growth and improvement of the whole people's education degree of the middle 

class from agriculture to modern industrialized city society of society of Taiwan 

after entering the seventies, and then make the seed of free democracy have 

suitable soil and condition of growth. On the premise of this , object to the 

advocating and practising of sports through many rounds of politics in political 

ideas , such as democracy , freedom , participating in ,etc., permeate through 

the masses of people's thought gradually , make the political culture of the 

mainstream of the society of Taiwan change .  

 

Two, Peng MingMin and <  Declaration that Taiwanese 
people save oneself >  

Peng Ming's quick background and above-mentioned " free China ",etc. 

are between the book knowledge one's share in the continent province, exist 

some fundamental difference, father Qing Peng of him by whether Japan 

manage the platform ' the Taiwan upstart ' when, the development 

backwardness relative to China, he is happpy instead that Japan rules and 

brings Taiwanese progress (Lai Ze contains, 1993: 50). In 1946, Peng MingMin 

returned to the platform from Japan, during going to school in National Taiwan 

University, receive professor of other provinces book military , Hu Shi Meng 
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Sa ,etc. think highly of. After obtaining the law science doctorate of French 

Paris University, Peng MingMin went back to the department of political 

science of university of Taiwan to teach in 1954, promoted to the dean in 1961, 

and was sent letting for the advisor of delegation of the Republic of China of 

United Nations General Assembly (Peng MingMin, 1988: 104). But Chiang 

Kai-shek government promotes Peng MingMin ' as Taiwanese's model ' 

sedulously (Wang YuDe, 1993: 13),instead it make it think MingMin Peng ' 

when the official side expresses me while believing in, it is strengthened that is 

exactly my doubt to the whole political situation (Peng MingMin, 1988: 117)' .  

The beginning of 1964, MingMin Peng and student Wei court towards, Xie 

CongMin ,etc. resolve not lasting copies of file, ' situation and faced problem of 

Taiwan, is it clearly , distribute to Taiwanese and mainlander to analyse ' (Peng 

MingMin, 1988: 136). But during the process of printing in the printing factory, 

informed densly by the boss of printing factory , September 23, 3 people are 

arrested with the rebellion crime at the same time . November of 1965, Peng 

MingMin is specially pardonned and released from prison for this 8 years of 

punishment, two other people each gave half reduction of sentence too (Wang 

YuDe, 1993: 214). Relatively on thunder shake and Zheng department prison 

Fu for many years , can find out looks authorities treat this province objection 

at the personage because misgivings province nationality conflict, and appear 

comparatively tolerantly ; In addition, the content of this declaration is different 

to some extent in idea basically with " free China ".  

<declaration> in emphasize ' tool when it is only in country work for the 

interests of the people, whether situation the the same, can have lasted pieces 

of countried advantages and disadvantages unanimous people '; 10 has been 

over the past over years, Taiwan has already become a country in fact, has 
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seen on people's area , productivity , educational level condition , it is at the 

United Nations for 110 over junior middle schools, can rank 30 over location of 

Taiwan '; ' but we cannot but think of , go to regime Jiang that come to a 

dead-end , give Taiwan to the Communist Party of China. We cannot but be 

worried , it is right in the world in Taiwan politics it invade, say we must not wait 

for '; ' must not vainly hope to compromise in " peaceful transformation regime 

" '. <the declaration> propose the goals of 3 movements: First, confirm ' attack 

continent ' for being definitely impossible , overthrow regime Jiang , unite 12 

million strength of people, divide into province nationality , cooperate 

wholeheartedly , build the new country, establish the new government; Second, 

make the constitution again, ensure basic human rights , establish it to taking 

charge of and government with efficiency of the Congress , implement real 

democratic politics; Third, a one's share of the world with freedom, join the 

United Nations again , establish diplomatic relations with all peace-loving 

countries, strive for world peace together. <the declaration> appeal for finally: ' 

over the years, China have only two right and wrong, one ultra-Right the 

Kuomintang right and wrong, one is ultra-Left Communist Party right and 

wrong, real knowledge can't give play to strength instead. We is it get rid of two 

these chains , we is it give up to two reliance psychology of regime these to 

want even more to want, in the Kuomintang and Communist Party , choose the 

third way from Taiwan ----Way to save oneself (Peng MingMin, 1988: 136). '  

In this copy <declaration>, Peng bright to is it overthrow regime Jiang to 

recommend publicly while being quick, this is a kind of radical revolutionary 

psychology , propose with " free China " that there is very big difference in 

reform in the system. Peng MingMin demands to set up a opinion of new 

country , new government, the position of One China proposed with " free 
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China " too is violated . " free China " has been objecting to the Communist 

Party of China's regime all the time , and it is the Republic of China to stick to 

one-China position (Xue HuaYuan, 1996: 251). As to Peng MingMin, 

Taiwanese's ancestor has been abandoned by Qing Dynasty for a long time, 

because the situation of China ' made people unable to endure any longer ', 

force the people to move and grow thickly in and don't the civilized island to 

this disease. Moreover,government ' whether regard as being the island more 

quite,that live in traitor, bandit, pirate, odd person and opium poisoner 

(MingMin Peng, 1988: 136)' . Because Treaty of Shimonoseki cede Taiwan 

give Japan , Japan rule Taiwan it up toes to be long in half century one year, ' 

during that time, Taiwan at politics and culture, at all cut off relation with China '. 

After Communist Party ruled the continent in 1949, the similar situation of 

breaking off recured again. Since 1895 to today,' whether unify to be only 4 

year Taiwan and China politics,namely from 1945 to 1949 (MingMin Peng, 

1988: 251)' .  

Thought that Peng MingMin reveals in its memoir, assert Taiwan and history of 

mainland getting related nearly already ' disappear ', and the Kuomintang 

control way and Japan of Taiwan colonize administrative efficiency phase of 

period relatively, it is compared with really making people ashamed. ' any 

non-traditional sexual behavior , criticizing thinking , independent spirit, not 

only limited and objected to it , even is punished . It is narrow and defend 

tenaciously that the Kuomintang wants to make the Taiwanese people reply 

ancient China, its consequence is terrible (Peng MingMin, 1988: 251)' . Peng 

bright to think land reform only go still one step further to strengthen the terrific 

policy of 1947 even while being quick, want to make the landlord educated well 

and middle class poverty-stricken (Peng MingMin, 1988: 120). But MingMin 
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Peng father heavy first district doctor, practise medicine savings for 18 invest 

in the land, he buy about 40 first field altogether, become rich first landlord of 

one party. In the course of Peng's growth , make them become a Taiwanese 

upstart in Japanese colonial era, the Peng s becomes one too to exceed the 

big family that 20 people got the medical degree (Peng MingMin, 1988: 10); 

But after the Kuomintang government receives Taiwan, Peng MingMin 

experiences the inefficient government's abominable administrative quality 

relatively, lush Great Britain of the same generation is murdered (Peng 

MingMin, 1988: 120), factor of suffering great losses because of land reform in 

the landlord class etc., make him not believe the government of the Republic of 

China increasingly .  

Peng MingMin thinks that the Republic of China is a weak government, relies 

on U.S.A. to survive, will sell Taiwan to the Communist Party of China while 

going to and coming to a dead-end (Peng MingMin, 1988: 137). At the same 

time, the Republic of China is an illegal government, neither represent Taiwan , 

nor represent mainland people, whether because ' continent people, choose 

another government (MingMin Peng , 1988 already. 133)' . And the only 

solution, destroy Chiang Kai-shek's tyranny with higher speed (Peng MingMin, 

1988: 140). Want it, Peng MingMin minimises the historical origin between 

Taiwan and China, the looks is relatively the advantage in Japan and western 

culture, China brings Taiwanese influence and has harm but not the interests, 

and require that overthrows the Kuomintang's regime with the revolution, build 

Taiwan into one independent new country. In other words , will eliminate the 

government of the Republic of China.  

Peng MingMin and thunder are relatively shaken when people's looks, 

respects , such as means in the cognition of China's historical culture , 
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existence , reform of the government of the Republic of China of both 

sides ,etc., the great difference appears. What Ray shook is arrested, 

knowledge one's share in the province declines for the reform force in the 

system of the main fact beyond representing one; But the arresting of Peng 

MingMin, it is one kind that relies mainly on this province book knowledge 

one's share, challenge existing regime , does not hesitate to regard revolution 

as the means , and approve the excessive wine cup emerging inside the island 

in opposition sport holding a negating attitude to China. The revolution is a 

opposition movement demanded for the system in order to be engaged in of 

this kind, played the leader's function gradually in the 1960s, and formed the 

mainstream which objected to sports.  

The important political event during the whole 1960 

times , please consult forms 5-1:  

Great 

political 

prison 

chronological 

table of 5-1 

1960 times of 

form  

Times  

Incident  

1961. 9.24 Notice one of Soviet Union and Eastern Europe ----Lin County 

Congressman Su DongQi of cloud ,etc. have a Taiwan 

independence thought , is arrested with the charge , more 

than 300 people are got along with severe punishment .  
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1962. 7 Incident that officers , such as Kaohsjung and other places 

student Taiwan independence move ----Kaohsjung 

student ,etc. is it is it arrest 30 over people to move 

independently to engaged in, Shi Mingde (artilleryman school 

alternate officer class 13 issue catch ) sentence to into the life 

imprisonment.  

1967. 8.20 Lin ShuiQuan incident ----Congressman of Taibei city 

ShuiQuan Lin , face plan Yin , Huang Hua , CaoDe Xu ,etc. 

pine for Taiwan independence moving, attempt armed 

uprising , is arrested 247 people.  

1967. 12 Taiwanese masses' happy party incident ----One group of 

places in Yilan pine for school leavers who moved Taiwan 

independence, think unable liberation Taiwan of parliament's 

doctrine, ' Volkswagen happy party of Taiwan ' was 

established secretly in 1965 , because got in touch with Lin 

ShuiQuan ,etc., so involved and cracked .  

1968. 2 Leave aesthetics catch imperial jade seal Chen send Taiwan 

back to by force by Japan , in order to participate in 

independence of Taiwan charge sentence to into 7 years such 

as sentence.  

1968. 3.27 The member of an alliance Liu WenQing is sent back to 

Taiwan by force by Japan in ' Taiwanese youth's independent 

alliance ', the airport stops the member of an alliance's getting, 

arrested several people alertly by day.  

1968. 4 Dai RongDe (the people in Pingdong , the skilled worker of the 

water and electricity ) is sentenced to 7 years' imprisonment
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water and electricity ) is sentenced to 7 years' imprisonment 

with charge of independence of Taiwan .  

1968. 6 Incident that the pen sword is known ----It pine for groups of 

young student at Taiwan,it establish secretly ' pen sword will ' 

arrest.  

1968. 7 Democratic incident of alliance of Taiwan ----Democratism 

person Jiang Yongshan (pseudonym Chen YingZhen ) 

Chen ,etc. prepare and organize ' the democratic alliance ' 

(establish in 1967) instead, arrested 36 people.  

1969. 2 Study in Japan student the Bureau of Investigation and 

Statistics of the Central Executive Committee (medical 

university student , Okayama of Japan , ) Chen return to after 

the platform, arrest with the charge, is sentenced to the 

sentence for 15 years.  

1969. 3 Know the incident in the interconnected system ----A group of 

students relying mainly on the fact that the platform is big , the 

policy is large, prepare and organize ' unify China and 

promote the committee ', arrested 37 people.  

1969. 4 Incident of Communist Youth League of mountain region 

----The compatriot of mountain region in the peach garden is 

arrested.  

1969. 9 Yang (Guo clothing hole ) Bai charge arrest with ' robber spy ', 

sentence to into 12 years such as sentence.  

Source of the materials: Guan BiLing, 1994, " nationalism and Taiwan party 

politics ", page 115, Taibei: Political thesis for the Doctorate of research 
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institute of National Taiwan University.  

                    

According to form 5-1, the political prisons of 1960 time, except that 

outside a few case, most cases are to arrest , resorted to legal proceedings 

with the charge of independence of Taiwan . Among them,it open by Soviet 

Union and Eastern Europe and Shi Mingde,etc. incident object to sport's 

having influence not more far-reaching of about Taiwan later on. ' Su DongQi 

manages period in Japan, is dissatisfied that Japanese solicit the people of 

Taiwan to go to the region of war and of the same clan and incomplete strongly 

of China, then reached Yunnan, went to Chongqing to go to the resisting 

against Japan in the camp of the Chinese Kuomintang for shel ter via Thailand , 

Laos in 1942. On the 1946 open Soviet Union and Eastern Europe it return to 

platform,reappointed 1952 by the 4th cloud Lin County Congressman ' (ZanHe 

Zhang, whether 1996: 216). Imprisoned for 15 years after involving in entering 

the rebellion incident of independence of Taiwan of arms, he has mentioned 

the view on Taiwan independence after releasing from prison: ' Taiwan 

independence does not show that betray the motherland , because the child 

must break up the family to grow up, moreover, political ideology, life style are 

different, is not it very painful to live reluctantly? (The horse gets up in China, 

1988: 21)' the getting more obvious very,Su DongQi and MingMin for 

Taiwanese person who objects to sport of model not different of two pieces 

Peng. ' there is at sun according to period because of day more go DongQi 

Chongqing is to enemy for Su ' halfway up the hill ' background, though is it is it 

condemn to give to ache because of being discontented with the government 

during Congressman's of Lin County of cloud term of office, folk to win good 

reputation of " cannon Su ", but he motherland theory and dialectical person 
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who equal toes interconnected system that Taiwan independence talked about 

too. ' (Zhang ZanHe: 1996: 216~217)  

As for Shi Mingde's background and Peng MingMin being rather similar, 

though the disparity to some extent of age, the families of both sides have 

suffered losses in various degree because the national government comes to 

Taiwan. The ' Shi Mingde one construct father it is rich for mouth originally is 

Taiwan not south the getting more famous most ' fist master worker ', manage 

the period only Chinese medicine doctor with the license in Kaohsjung state on 

day too. With practise medicine he made money purchase a very large portion 

of the land , have large stretch of land of railway station around Kaohsjung, 

Kaohsjung rich and powerful people one of ' (Li Ang,1993: 7). ' the beginning of 

1951, because 228 incidents are informed against by the person, not only 

trained and extorts a confession and redeems oneself selling cheap by 

punishment, at it pass away on the 1952,scatter more than half what has been 

accumulated wealth quickly ' (Ang Li, whether 1993: 18-19). On the other 

hand , after Shi Mingde witnesses 228 incidents at 6 years old , form the shade 

not getting rid of all the time in heart , he says: ' 228 American armies making 

me manage day in latter stage of era bomb Taiwan , come to Taiwan to link up 

with the mainlander, it is equally outside regime , massacring Taiwanese too. 

Taiwanese need one's own country, if Taiwanese want to liberate. ' (Li Ang, 

1993: 11-12)' the period in the junior middle school of Shi Mingde, such state of 

mind has already taken shape gradually.  

Will it be will it be the beginning June 1962, old to three revitalize, financial 

Cai and representative MaoXiong Zhang,etc. of Shi Mingde stadium discuss 

launch opportunity of coup in Kaohsjung city (Zhang ZanHe, 1996: 

218),financial Cai maintain ' if the Kuomintang government loses 
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representation in the United Nations, certainly will coax messy and uneasy at 

home, we is it utilize rare opportunity this mobilize rebellion to want, capture 

the radio station , broadcast to the whole world , and appeal for the 

compatriot's support. ' (Zhang ZanHe, 1996: 218)but their organization is 

destroyed because , one of members Li plants the south and denounces 

oneself to public security organ , on May 8 , 1962, members were arrested one 

after another , there are platforms altogether Song JingSong of the 

background was sentenced to death, old three is revitalized , Shi Mingde is 

sentenced to the life imprisonment. In case of independence of Taiwan, this 

case involves 180 people altogether, is second only to Su Dong's opening 

case (the person caught more than 300 people). (Forest branch , 1992: 128) 

In the political prison case in the sixties, Lei Zhen " it is free for China " it is the 

bright and quick as Peng <Taiwan people save oneself sport declaration of>,in 

great difference in essencing, but something in common that the thunder 

shakes and has powerful connections with Peng MingMin two people. First of 

all, they both are the one's share of the knowledge, thunder is it study Japan 

early years to shake, let central university law school Professor, economy 

mobilize slip can enter General Board , executive organ government affairs 

committee member ,etc. important post (Chen XianQing , Chen XianJie, 1997: 

349); Peng MingMin has already promoted Taiwan to at 34 years old (1957 ) ' 

the youngest chief professor on history of the university after the war ', once 

appointed as the advisor of delegation of the Republic of China of United 

Nations General Assembly too. The friends around two people and job partner 

are mostly the one's share of knowledge, they are from the mode of thinking 

produced of the knowledge stratum, propose the solution to the present 

situation, but to generally the people's influence, it is effective that I'm afraid 
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not to come as folk grass root type personages , such as opening , Shi Mingde 

in Soviet Union and Eastern Europe ,etc. leave in the mass movement way.  

 

 Section two Spread of the movement outside the 

party and democratic idea  

Such important irrigation ditches where the political idea can be propagated 

and practised extensively as it is participated in that the movement outside the 

party that Taiwan rose in the seventies is the democracy. What is called ' 

outside the party ', it is originally a general term to the candidate of the 

Kuomintang of Central Africa of the local election of Taiwan. As some does not 

have party membership personages to use one word ' outside the party ' in a 

large amount in the election, make one word ' outside the party ' become and 

have no political banner used of party membership together of objection 

molecule virtually. After entering the seventies, these have no party 

membership or rise inside the Kuomintang ways are obstructed the political 

objection molecule that withdrew from a political party , elect through 

participating in, go on the political platform one after another , form a whiff of 

quite influential politics and object to sports, this is ' sports outside the party '.  

In the course of rise and strengthening of sports outside the party of Taiwan, 

Taiwan what is called ' the clan public sentiment marry ' or ' the nationality 

complex in the province ' has given play to the role of very important promotion. 

Because the Kuomintang government comes from the mainland, causes the 

particularity of the political structure of Taiwan, namely the native of mainland 

is controlling the upper strata power of the politics of Taiwan, and the political 

scope of activities of local political elite of Taiwan is only limited to the local 
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politics of lower floor of China in the political structure of Taiwan. The local 

political elite in Taiwan has been discontented in such unequal political rights 

distribution structure all the time , with the development of the economy of 

Taiwan and emergence of the personage's economic strength of native country 

of Taiwan, the local political elites of Taiwan then demand to change such 

unequal power distribution structure. In the struggle to try to expand hard, the 

local political elite in Taiwan, in order to strive for the Taiwanese people's 

support, do one's utmost to instigate and advocate this kind of politics 

unequally, have the so-called ' the book complex in the province ' in the politics 

of Taiwan. Save the complex of the booking has very strong mood influence 

power in the politics of Taiwan, so, during the process of developing in sport 

outside the party, ' the book complex in the province ' often becomes a kind of 

tool that the local political elite in Taiwan used for striving for the people , 

striving for the political rights, have promoted the politics of Taiwan to object to 

the development of sports effectively.  

In the sport initial stage outside the party, engaged in the non-Party personage 

and intellectual whose politics objects to sports pass and establish the 

publication mainly, participate in the ways , such as electing , gathering , 

lecturing , having an informal discussion , demonstration ,etc. and propagate 

the democratic politics idea, not merely weaken people's legitimacy approval 

to the thing that the Kuomintang's authority ruled from thought and theory, and 

to general Taiwanese people, the change of the political idea exerts an 

influence. The democratic idea is spread far and wide by the extensive one in 

sports outside the party, have improved people's identification with democracy , 

participation, catalysis democratic consciousness and political sense of 

participation of the Taiwanese people progressively , impel more and more 
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Taiwanese people to get rid of the chains of the traditional subject's orientation, 

break through spirit to fetter, become the supporter of democratization of 

politics of Taiwan and participant of the political activity.  

 

Discussing political affairs and other major and important 

matters of first , the beginning of the seventies agitation and 

emergence outside the party  

Since thunder shaking case, whole sixties, though politics object to sport hang 

by a thread, but government's tight severe making suffer makes the political 

atmosphere of Taiwan low-spirited . After entering the seventies, the social 

changes of Taiwan are aggravated , the middle class of Taiwan begins to 

become an important strength in the society. Especially those have received 

high education, loud to the young intellectual of the western democratic system 

in the middle class, strong democracy tells and sues for peace political sense 

of participation , demand to reform the political system of Taiwan. In the 1970s, 

the another emergence of the strength of this kind of request political reform, 

carried on at the same time in two ways, namely establish political publication 

and participate in the electioneering.  

In history of China since modern times, the intellectual always acts the part of 

political reform or revolutionary advocator and standard-bearer, they lead , 

teach beginners the masses of people with sensitive political consciousness , 

abundant theory knowledge , strong political sense of duty and firm political 

courage, promote the revolution or the reform to go on. Just as Huntington 

analysed, ' the intellectual has part that the revolution is inclined to most in the 

middle class, they are the innate opposition faction, so long as they appear , 

act the potential revolutionary role, it is on modernization country or the 
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area,for pieces of general phenomenon in revolutionary existence of 

intellectual ' ( Huntington, 1968: 296). Taiwan in the modernized course of the 

seventies, the intellectual gave play to such revolutionary function too, namely 

through establishing the publication , discuss Shi Zheng , propagates 

democracy , objects to autocratically , promotes the political system of Taiwan 

to reform. The representative political criticism publication had " university 

magazine " and " political criticism of Taiwan " in the first half of the seventies.  

 

 (1) , " university magazine " serving as a link  

" university " magazine started publication in 1968, under the circumstances 

that Chiang Ching-kuo encourages youth's push that ' the smooth speech 

countr y is ' , reorganized and became the political magazine and young 

intellectual and issued in the position to th e current political situation view in 

January of 1971. " university " after reorganizing The magazine has been 

enlisted including the mound is reached greatly , Chen drum answer , XinLiang 

Xu , JunHong Zhang , GuoShu Yang , area within the Pass , YiHong Bao ,etc. 

inclusive a number of Taiwan academy , young talent of business circles at that 

time. (Li XiaoFeng, 1986: 61)Their smooth speech current politics , democracy 

of advocating , publish in succession in " university " magazine: Analyse 

<Taiwan>, <in country for speech not net >, <country for nine theory >,etc. 

current politics thesis, propose that politics is improved and advocated. (Wei 

Zheng leads to, 1988: 365) 

Deserve month number 46 deliver ' the country was a admonition ' in will it 

be one National Days the 60th year of the Republic of China especially, put 

forward the opinion that the central popular representative reelects in an 

all-round way at first, and call upon the government to revise and enlarge the 
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constitution temporary provision, select the central member of a nationality to 

take the place of and use to produce the new Congress in an all-round way in 

Taiwan and overseas overseas Chinese circles, and from the respects , such 

as human rights , economy , administration of justice , legislating , 

controlling ,etc. separately, probe into the questions , such as the government 

form of the state system and legally constituted authority ,etc. deeply (Li 

XiaoFeng, 1986: 61-62),These speeches are obvious than question of 

touching legitimacy and representativeness that the government rule of a step 

of era in " free China ", cause intellectuals to implement the ideal of freedom 

democracy in Taiwan.  

Improving sports in politics promoted of magazine of " university ", the ones 

that are influenced are university students in the campus at that time most 

directly, some university students are to the magazine contribution of " 

university ", instead of echoing each other. Though the member and copywriter 

of " university " magazine are mostly the Kuomintang person, its political 

opinion is to recommend the reform from top to bottom inside the Kuomintang 

too, can't be regarded as the publication outside the party in the complete 

meaning, but it is not that the Kuomintang controls the speech tool under, have 

strong folk nature and characteristic outside the party. The idea of improving in 

politics promoted of magazine of " university ", to young students in the 

campus at that time, have sizable influence power, and a lot of tissue persons 

and copywriters of " university " magazine break away from the Kuomintang 

too later, it is outside the party to move towards from the inner-party. As 

regards this, can be said and prepare the theory and cadre's foundation for the 

development of the movement outside the party in " university " magazine. 

Such activity relying mainly on campus is later on because after ' the 
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nationalism forum ' that holds that the platform is large, drum Chen answer, 

XiaoBo Wang and student money auspicious three people discuss and bring to 

a temporary warning quietly nearly always forever (Zhao TianYi, 1979: 15). 

Later again because ' 14 " great incidents of department of philosophy of 

Taiwan " that department of philosophy was discharged, make the political 

activity in the campus come to an end. ' (Wei Zheng coherent,1988: 235-236) 

Though reforming by the intellectual can not give play to its function in 

the political environment at that time for " university " magazine of the 

main fact, but give play to its function in the transition of political culture, 

there is its era meaning. Wei Zheng has the following comment on the 

reform of " university " magazine openly: ( 1988: 369) 

" university " magazine lifts the enthusiasm of community service of the 

youth to facilitating the school leavers' awakening, and the responsibility that 

the morals courage displayed of criticism to the real example has already 

served as a link to the limit on sports of the free democracy of Taiwan, it is not ' 

the last fort of China's liberalism ', its set knowledge one's share is tested 

indirectly in the ideal and reality, pregnant with the new force of liberalism.  

This kind of potential social forces that produces through knowledge 

inspiration, unable to come to measure it and make the transition to the 

political culture in Taiwan by way of quantization the result produced , but can 

find that the society of Taiwan has already begun to change , this kind of 

transition is exactly a kind of thrust that political culture makes the transition .  

" university " magazine declines because the inside is split since 1973. It was a 

qualified magazine outside the party- " political criticism of Taiwan " that started 

publication in August of 1975 that replaced " university " magazine and filled in 

speech vacuum outside the party of Taiwan, it is lain between and served as a 
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publisher by the legislative committee member's yellow letter outside the party 

of the name at that time, Kang NingXiang assumes office as the president. " 

political criticism of Taiwan " is that the non-Party personage condemned the 

Kuomintang's autocratic system, influence views of people, expanded the 

public opinion position where the non-Party personage influenced at that time. 

Compared with " university " magazine, ' the speech of " political criticism of 

Taiwan " is more radical, the criticism to the Kuomintang is fiercer, concerned 

by society and welcomed even more, have the amount of one 50,000 after 

reaching the fifth quantity issued, it and have 2,000 copies it is overseas 

subscriber ' (Lai YongZhong, whether 1993: 419). Because its speech is too 

drastic too, exceed the limit of tolerance of the Kuomintang, make this 

publication only issue five issues to compel to suspend publication (Li 

XiaoFeng, 1989: 239). Even so, " political criticism of Taiwan " but given play to 

the function served as bridge of non-Party personage and intellectual of 

condensing. Speak peacefully and auspiciously just as president's health of 

magazine office: ' borrow " Taiwan political criticism " the bridge, in from 58 the 

Republic of China (1969) since the annual election odd times, political 

personages out of office of new student that has already formed, with the 

intellectual splitting up from political reform sports of magazine period of " 

university ", just can combine, accord with not making piece outside the party 

strength , the quality raising '. Such ' strength ' out of office indicates too that 

the free democratic movement of Taiwan will face a new transition with the 

combination that pays attention to. (Li XiaoFeng, 1987: 117) 

The non-Party personage goes on the political platform, participates in the 

electioneering, lay between and ran for Taibei in 1969 in Kang NingXiang and 

yellow lettering , the Congressman and central popular representative have 
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been gradually getting active after succeeding, and become in politics of 

Taiwan one guides strength that the person fixes one's eyes on. Kang 

NingXiang in 1972, the market was elected the legislative committee member 

the high ticket in Taibei. Except that the health is peaceful and auspicious, in 

the central authorities and run for the successful non-Party personage in the 

local election to have: Xu ShiXian , revitalizing yellowly and suitably, Zhang 

Shu is really elected the legislative committee member, good fortune on yellow 

day, the man is elected state congress representatives in a spring. These 

non-Party personages are during the process of running for, participate in 

government and political affairs , ask the policy, with the attitude of pleading in 

the name of the people, sharp and acrimonious inquiry language, make people 

find everything fresh and new, make as the other personage's reputation is 

shaken greatly too. From November of 1975 to December, holding the second 

increment and setting up the committee to elect at home, such non-Party 

personages as Kang NingXiang , yellow letter are lain between launch 

criticizing the Kuomintang through " political criticism of Taiwan ", and is going 

to all parts to make and run for the speech constantly , build momentum , is all 

elected again finally. Through 1969 , 1972 and these three elections of 1975, 

the non-Party personage participating in the election of it not merely sends 

intellectuals to combine together through handling the magazine and 

democracy, and help to support each other between the non-Party personages. 

In this course, the strength outside the party was being condensed constantly, 

formed a share of one that emerged day by days, ' the force outside the party ' 

of contending with the Kuomintang at last.  

In order to suppress the development of sports outside the party, the 

Kuomintang government has taken a series of measures of suppressing. 
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Elected to finish soon in 1975, " political criticism of Taiwan " was compelled to 

suspend publication, after this, policy , political system and even Chiang 

Ching-kuo's persons who participate in the election outside the party of vilifying 

several wantonly during electing in the Kuomintang in succession arrest and 

sentence. The Kuomintang's suppresion to some non-Party personages has 

not checked the development of the force outside the party , compared with 

the fifties the society of Taiwan is own through changing fundamentally at this 

moment after all, especially an important one is to grow stronger day by day 

with medium and small entrepreneur , manager , new developing middle class 

that middle-and-high-ranking technical staff and intellectual make up , because 

' these people have intact academic credentials, bent on the western 

democratic system, governance structure , theoretical system , value standard 

to the Kuomintang hold differing views , accumulating the strong political sense 

of participation in the heart, this is not definitely the violence means can be 

suppressed . Produce the existence of the class ranks of such one , has 

established the social base of the movement outside the party of Taiwan, it is 

too get up repeatly servant not outside the party to determine repeatly,life and 

growth in nature '. (Huang Jiashu, 1991: 580)Moreover , fight instead the more 

brave under coming as a hard blow at in the Kuomintang of non-Party 

personage, sympathize with and support people of the force outside the party 

to be more and more, the influence of the force outside the party is greater and 

greater. Under the influence of sport outside the party, the Taiwanese people's 

political orientation changes inperceptibly too - Having participated in the 

orientation and replaced traditional subject's orientation gradually in politics, 

more and more people are trained, trained to be the citizen with modern sense 

of participation of politics.  
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Second, and to people's enlargement on influence in the 

development of sports outside the party  

Begin from the local election in 1977, sports outside the party grow vigorously 

and cause the conflict between the force outside the party and the Kuomintang 

authorities constantly, make ' Taiwan is it enter first confront with each other 

and turbulent time to begin. ' (Huang Jiashu,1991: 146) 

Elect five civil servants in place in local election of Taiwan in 1977: Long , 

county mayor , counties and cities parliament's Congressman , province 

parliament's Congressman and parliament's Congressman of Taibei of the 

villages and towns. The past local election is often dominated by the 

Kuomintang, and this election, outside the party the forming of the force to 

make to elect the activity to have keen competition atmosphere. Run for it after 

beginning, in order to help each other, the non-Party personage launches 

contacting greatly on the whole island, such legislative committee members 

outside the party as Kang NingXiang , yellow letter are lain between , 

revitalizing yellowly and suitably run to and fro , go down south to go up north 

for the identity which sets up the committee, lecture touringly and help and 

select for other candidates outside the party everywhere. Some political elites 

rising inside the Kuomintang and is obstructed, for instance Xu Xinliang ,etc. 

withdraw from the Kuomintang, join to the ranks outside the party, participate in 

running for in the capacity of the outside the party one, make the atmosphere 

run for warmer. Some outside the party candidate too ' spread oil color , 

masses of spokesman for oneself timely, paint the democratic 

standard-bearer's type of facial make up, and appear in the capacity of local 

interests protector. They want to do it in order to illuminate the dark beacon of 
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the past solemnly, it and want it try to explain away for the masses' now, whose 

name is to masses future it plan " Taiwan atmosphere that all parts run for 

incite the hotter, ordinary people are wrapped up in too 携 Yes passionate 

election warfare in " according to report, of these election, unless the voter one 

turn-out rate the getting higher very, it up to 70.56% of the Taibei the city one 

turn-out rate,there is above 80% Taiwan Province ' (cajaput books, 1993: 

144-145)this is explained, among outside the party candidate and competition, 

the Kuomintang of candidate, more people passive one is it is it is it is it sure 

modern democratic political activity of composition come to have to get to 

participate in to stand up, this is undoubtedly favorable to participant's political 

forming among the Taiwanese people of orientation.  

Under the ruling long-termly and autocratically of the Kuomintang, the 

Taiwanese people are constrained extremely, they wish eagerly to improve, 

thirst for the new political opinion , new political image, and these non-Party 

personages not merely have higher academic credentials , culture training and 

political caliber, and is good at incorporating new idea , knowledge in their 

political opinion , their vivid and political opinion of politics has attracted the 

support of large quantities of people. Particularly an outstanding one is in this 

election, support Xu Xinliang to run for the masses of voters of the county 

magistrate of garden county of peach, the police station of Li city while 

resulting in besieging, burning because of suspecting the Kuomintang's 

corrupt practice ' hit Li incident '. This incident shows , until outside the party 

sport strike, democratic Taiwan that consciousness awaken just people enter 

that politics participate in primary stage- passion participate in stage. 

Participate in the behavior and enable causing the main reason of this kind of 

conflict incident between the police and the people in politics transformation 
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period in Taiwan in such politics with passion. Certainly, with the 

democratization of the political system of Taiwan and unblocked , rationalized , 

standardization of the election channel, the people's politics is participated in 

but be participated in changing into riper reason and participating in from the 

passion gradually, that will mean success that Taiwanese participant's political 

culture will be really formed and political culture make the transition.  

Supported by the people's enthusiasm, the candidate outside the party 

obtained the great victory in this election, ' get 4 county mayor position 

altogether, 21 seat and 6 Taibei seat , city of parliament , Congressman of 

province , ' (Qi GuangYu, 1998: 432). The tremendous victories of China's Li 

incident and this election, having encouraged the confidence and enthusiasm 

of the force outside the party greatly, a whiff of upsurge of participating in 

government and political affairs has risen. Some of the Kuomintang eager to is 

it have young elite of door break away from the Kuomintang to rise while being 

a little over, take the route outside the party, make the strength of the 

movement outside the party strengthen rapidly, sports outside the party move 

towards the climax progressively too.  

Taiwan would hold the election of the central popular representative of 

increments in 1978, except that such pioneers outside the party as Kang 

NingXiang , yellow letter are lain between continue running for re-election, 

large quantities of rising stars outside the party, for instance: JiaWen Yao , 

answer by drum Chen , king open up , DeMing Zhang , WanZhen Chen , 

yellow bright hero ,etc. ready for fight even people, eager to have a try, plan to 

pitch into the work and participate in running for. In order to help the candidate 

outside the party to break away from the predicament that the individual soldier 

fights in the election, the non-Party personage decided to establish ' 
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Taiwanese non-Party personage's campaign club ' in September of 1978, 

under its care to offer unified election slogans , arrange to help and select and 

support each other touringly to the candidate outside the party. On October 31 

the campaign club proposes that a series of politics is proposed as the 

common political views of the candidate outside the party, its main content 

includes: ' observe constitution stipulate central popular representative reelect 

in an all-round way , direct popular election , mayor of province , completely, 

the military country, judicial independence, open the papers and magazines, 

publish liberalization in speech, the liberalization that participate in government 

and political affairs, the open party prohibits , remove martial law,absolve from 

guilt political offender,etc. ' (ROY,2003: 226). The general headquarters of 

campaign club outside the party of the whole province are established on 

November 24, lain between and served as and always got in touch with people 

by the yellow letter, Shi Mingde assumes office as Secretary General and 

concurrently spokesman. Help and select the Youth League organization to be 

complete , is divided into art designing group , materials group , English 

secretary , selected the news to always collect the group , general affairs 

group etc., so, the campaign club outside the party can be regarded as ' a kind 

of preparation and manoeuvre that the non-Party personage organized the 

political party '. (Cajaput books, 1993: 159)Under outside the party help and 

coordination of campaign club, outside the party candidate can raise money 

meal , political views lecture , touring to help selecting etc. to deliver the 

political views through various kinds of one after another, or employ the 

campaign vehicle to propagated , distributes leaflets to attract passing masses 

in street radio. The candidate outside the party participates in mobilizing folkly 

through these activity deepening, wake the people's political sense of 
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participation up further, run for the atmosphere and run high warmly.  

When the candidate outside the party carried on electioneering in full swing 

wholeheartedly, China and the United States published the joint communique 

on the establishment of diplomatic relations on December 16 , 1978, U.S.A. 

announce that severed diplomatic relations with Taiwan. And to this difficult 

position, Chiang Ching-kuo announces immediately that Taiwan is in urgent 

state, order the central popular representative of the increment to elect to 

postpone going on, demand to stop all electioneerings immediately . Like this, 

non-Party personage's vigorous electioneering that picks up is bad-tempered 

but stops, the campaign club outside the party dies young thereupon . Even so, 

through this electioneering, the non-Party personage seizes the opportunity to 

put forward the political opinion of requests of people of catering to , so, got 

approval of more and more people and formed a supporter's team outside the 

party growing stronger day by day in the society of Taiwan, the mass 

foundation of the movement outside the party is richer and richer.  

After claim to ban all electioneerings , central popular representatives and 

elect to postpone from the Kuomintanging, sports outside the party begin to 

split up too. Advocate following in order and advance step by step with the 

peaceful auspicious moderate that is headed by of the health, regard way in 

which reason struggles as the main means in order to achieve the goal of 

participating in the management of State affairs; It last radicals that headed by 

by letter not yellow insist on not walking by ' mass movement ' , ' struggle in the 

street ' as road of way, prepare ' hit Li incident twice again ', (cajaput books, 

1993: 169)The view of this kind of radicals has occupied the windward in 

sports outside the party gradually. The force outside the party utilizes the 

chance each time, take various kinds of methods , raise many of mass 
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movement confronting with each other with authorities, in order to expand the 

influence of the force outside the party.  

It is January 20 1979, last father and son authorities with ' not last taking place 

case of spring Wu , spy of robber , ' arresting name those who actually have 

strength and hold power personage not local , it causes the non-Party 

personage to pay close attention to seriously immediately that Yu Deng that 

have contacts with force outside the party Yu Deng is sent father and son and 

arrested. In order to express support for my father and son, the non-Party 

personage has a get-together promptly on January 21, issue together ' arrest 

the letter to national compatriot for my father and son ', condemn the 

Kuomintang to my the father and son's persecution, and by Xu Xinliang on the 

same day afternoon, Zhang JunHong, Lin YiXiong, Huang ShunXing, the old 

drum answers , Wang opens up , Shi Mingde , Yao JiaWen , Chen WanZhen 

wait for the famous non-Party personage's set goes down south and some 

place personages reach hometown either end of a bridge town of Kaohsjung 

county that Yu Deng sends , phoenix's mountain etc., hold the slogans high, 

distribute leaflets, hold the demonstration , require the Kuomintang authorities 

to release my father and son unconditionally. Although my father and son are 

sentenced finally, the non-Party personage utilizes this incident to speak out 

from a sense of justice for my father and son, the behavior of stepping forward 

bravely win some masses' support, caused activity of a series of ' went on the 

street ' held outside the party from then on. July 16 , 1979, the non-Party 

personage takes advantage of Xu Xinliang and is impeached, stopped matter 

of duty by the authorities, hold the birthday party for Xu Xinliang in Li city of 

China. Speech outside the party home gives a lecture by turns at the party, and 

distribute underground newspaper and political criticism books and periodicals 
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of the editor outside the party. This party attracts the masses to be up to more 

than 20,000 people, it serves to show that its influence is big. (Li XiaoFeng, 

1991: 139-140) 

Utilize the masses , struggle way going on the street in the face of this kind of 

the force outside the party, on one hand the Kuomintang keeps restraining, is 

even looking for the chance to strike back on the other hand. The enormous 

sensational effect that the non-Party personage is moved in the street 

encourages, devote more efforts to launching mass movement , cause outside 

the party climax of sport finally- cause a sensation between the police and the 

people conflict incident - beautiful island incident for the moment.  

There is a close relation between the emergence of the beautiful island 

incident and magazine of " beautiful island " which the radicals outside the 

party sponsor. The political newspapers and magazines have been important 

tools influencing the views of people, mobilizing the people all the time . While 

confront with each other with the Kuomintang, the non-Party personage 

realizes profoundly that ' we should do a copy of organ outside the party ' 

(yellow letter lie between the language). (Lu Xiulian, 1997: 81)In March of 1979, 

the Kuomintang authorities claimed to remove the prohibition to the magazine, 

the non-Party personage began to establish the preparation of the magazine 

immediately . August 15 is lain between and assumed office as the publisher 

by the yellow letter, Xu Xinliang assumes office as the president, the magazine 

of " beautiful island " assuming office as the vice president in Lu Xiulian , good 

fortune on yellow day starts publication. The magazine of " beautiful island " 

makes up in the form of society's committee, its society committee nearly 

includes most well-known figures outside the party, in have embryonic form of 

political party in fact, or if yellow letter lie between say ' it have party , party of 
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name one '. (Irene reaches, 1997: 154) 

The non-Party personage influences and arouses the masses in two ways 

through the magazine of " beautiful island ". First , regard publication as the 

public opinion position and issue and hint obliquely at , condemn the autocratic 

article which rules , brags about democratic human rights of the Kuomintang. 

This publication claims in the foreword to a periodical ' the political system of 

letting democracy become us forever is the greatest contribution that 18 million 

Taiwanese peoples can make to Chinese nation, even more it is we chase new 

generation since guide by direction '. Getting off depressingly in autocratic 

system, object to autocratic newspapers and periodicals advocating 

democracy and especially receive general people in those, especially the 

youth's welcome. As the magazine of " beautiful island " of the banner with 

autocratic democracy instead , fight for, sell 63,000 in its opening number, the 

second issue reaches 90,000, the third issue tops 100,000 copies of high point 

promptly, the quantity issued occupies magazine the second place high, 

second only to " the TV weekly magazine ", therefore it serves to show that its 

one that influenced is extensive. It influences political ideas of people , arouses 

the masses to participate in the important tool of autocratic struggle inside out 

that the magazine of " beautiful island " undoubtedly becomes the force 

outside the party. The second way of influencing and mobilizing the people of 

magazine of " beautiful island " is that the magazine service center of " 

beautiful island " is established in all parts of the whole province, the service 

center is not only responsible for selling the magazine, but also its more 

important mission is to organize masses' having a get-together and speech 

activity. During short four months, the service center is established in 21 

counties and cities of the whole province in the magazine of " beautiful island ", 
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regional service centers run a succession of mass speeches and have a 

get-together , invite the celebrated scholar outside the party to go up on the 

stage to lecture one after another , it make these outside the party speech 

houses ' whether have kept constantly on the run, bitterness that have more 

visitors or business than one can attend to ',and ' support outside the party 

people of sympathizing with all parts, but have not given full expression to the 

views enjoyable '. (Lu Xiulian, 1997: 97) 

In the face of such prosperous development situation, the group outside the 

party begins to sink and invades in feeling the good mirage oneself, the 

political fevered temperature increases suddenly ! December 10 , 1979 was 

commemoration day of human rights of world, the force outside the party 

headed by magazine of " beautiful island " determines to take this opportunity 

to hold an extensive public conference in Kaohsjung. Population more than 

1,300,000 in Kaohsjung at that time, was the second largest city of Taiwan, 

holding the public conference will there will be momentum even more as for 

force outside the party here, more amazing too. Two weeks before the 

international day of human rights, the service center of Kaohsjung of the 

magazine of " beautiful island " applies to hold 30,000 people's meeting and 

parade and is refused to the authorities. Even so, the service center still sends 

the campaign vehicle to propagate without restraint in the street of Kaohsjung, 

inviting citizens to participate in gathering, the police in Kaohsjung are 

prepared for any eventuality, plan to fight against violent repression. More than 

200 non-Party personages get to Kaohsjung from all parts of Taiwan on 

December 10, it is the pm one o'clock,after beginning human rights conference, 

lie between letter not yellow, JiaWen Yao,etc. appear on the stage not lecturing, 

object to the Kuomintang autocratically , try to become all in that place loudly in 
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slogan of human rights under the platform, several tens of thousands of 

people's mood is incited burning hot . The non-Party personage has already 

had no ability to control the masses' mood and range of the activity with the 

development of state of affair, in the face-off of the people and the police, the 

rebellion takes place, several hundred policemen are injured. This is a 

beautiful island incident of shocking the society of Taiwan.  

The incident is disintegrated in the organization of the magazine of " beautiful 

island " soon, the main leaders of sports outside the party are arrested, sports 

outside the party fall into low tide. However, it proves , some Taiwanese people 

have already been agitated by the force outside the party that several tens of 

thousands of people join the meeting that organize outside the party, have it 

against the autocratic political consciousness that rules , pursueing 

democracy , participating in of the Kuomintang. The beautiful island incident in 

1979 is only a temporary setback as to sport outside the party, and is making 

use of public trial and abundant report of every large Taiwanese media to the 

non-Party personage involved in the case of authorities afterwards, the 

political values that not merely make sports outside the party advocate are 

spread far and wide extensively, and make the non-Party personage gain 

extensive sympathy. On the bench, non-Party personage and their lawyer 

does one's utmost to condemn the autocratic governance of the Kuomintang 

authorities in front of the media and the masses of people, propagate one's 

own political opinion , make the thought of the force outside the party and 

detailed report of media through the newspaper , magazine , broadcast , 

TV ,etc. of speech get and spread rapidly and extensively. Try time ' impact 

and the the initiation one for society not whole back to to,ones that surpass 

since two year total of activity (outside the party) '. (Irene reaches, 1997: 99)In 
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addition, through trying greatly this time, the new force of the movement 

outside the party arises at the historic moment. Lawyer defending non-Party 

personage in trying, Jiang Peng hard, Xie Changting, Chen Shui-bian, clear 

particularly, Zhang Junxiong,etc. for instance begin to get on the front desk, 

become the main roles of sports outside the party. Some young man , student ' 

see and hear beautiful the whole story , island of incident, it listen attentively to 

non-Party personage politics propagate ' after,' outside the party without being 

become a new generation nucleus molecule of force '. (Li GongQin, 2004: 331) 

In a word, sports outside the party in the seventies pass and establish the 

magazine, participate in running for , holding the training that the ways , such 

as various kinds of mass meeting ,etc. made baptism and politics that more 

and more Taiwanese people receive democracy and participate in the idea 

participate in practice, and become supporter and participant whose 

democracy took action . Though in people's support to the force outside the 

party and democratic movement at that time, the composition sympathized 

with is greater than the rational composition , but mean after all that the 

political ideas of some people begin to change under the system of ruling of 

the Kuomintang's authority, the Kuomintang autocratic regime in people 

legitimacy among the mind outside the party propaganda of sport, 

condemnation a little is being weakened. Through sports outside the party of 

participation, voting to support the candidate outside the party again and again, 

make the people who support sports outside the party begin to form clear 

political right consciousness and political sense of participation. As regards this, 

sports outside the party in the seventies have given an enormous boost in 

propagate the democratic idea , promote the Taiwanese people's thought to 

liberate and form with the sense of participation of politicsing.  
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Section three the impact on political culture of 

establishment of Democratic Progressive Party  

Democratic Progressive Party is the first opposition in the political system of 

Taiwan established in 1986 on the basis of sport development outside the party 

of force outside the party. With the establishment of Democratic Progressive 

Party, the politics of Taiwan enters the party politics era for competition of two 

parties from one party of the Kuomintang autocratically gradually. The 

operation and practice of the party politics of competitiveness are that the 

people accept politics and participate in training, consolidate democratic 

consciousness and citizen's right consciousness, form the key stage of 

participant's political culture. In competitiveness party politics era, if 

Democratic Progressive Party wants to succeed, must change general 

people's political idea , make it approve idea of democratic politics , party 

politics. Make democracy , participate in ,etc. idea rooted in the hearts of the 

people , become basic political values , people of Taiwan , only, Democratic 

Progressive Party really breaks the monopoly to power of the Kuomintang 

probably, passes the competition of political party, supported by ballots of 

people , realize that is in power in turn , turn from party not in office into a party 

in power. So, after group's party succeeds, Democratic Progressive Party not 

merely utilizes various kinds of chances , occasions to continue condemning 

the autocratic system of the Kuomintang, promote the democratization reform 

of Taiwan, and still spare no effort to continue propagating the modern 

democratic idea through participating in running for , mass movement and 

utilizing media ,etc.. Objective and speech , though there are numerous party 
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groupings that were established after removing the party and prohibitting in 

Taiwan in 1987, but only Democratic Progressive Party has been a main 

opposition of Taiwan all the time , until becoming the party in power. And in this 

course, promote the democratization of Taiwan from Democratic Progressive 

Party that objects to developing on the movement foundation outside the party, 

the democracy carried on is propagated and promotes democratic 

consciousness and political right and political sense of participation to 

consolidate and strengthen the respect further in Taiwanese people's 

psychology, have played a very important role.  

The establishment of Democratic Progressive Party is set up on the basis of 

the thing that sports outside the party continue developing after the beautiful 

island incident. Before the central popular representative was elected in 1983, 

because the moderate in the force outside the party falls into the serious 

faction conflict and candidate outside the party and coordinates with the 

radicals badly , mobilizes, make this external seat that obtained of the party in 

election reduce by half. This result makes the non-Party personage feel deeply 

that set up a necessity of permanent organization. In September of 1984, civil 

servant's public policy research association outside the party was established. 

Outside the party civil servant public policy research association organize in 

concert with outside the party union , writer of editor , ' 1985 outside the party 

to elect reinforcement can ' 1985, the nomination responsible for the candidate 

outside the party is recommended, the result proves quite successful. In 1986 

the force outside the party learnt that the Kuomintang authorities planned to 

prohibit in the open party, moderate Kang NingXiang department and radical 

new trend department in being outside the party can hold group's party prove 

in succession, launch group's party activity actively. Elected the reinforcement 
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to hold the conference of recommending outside the partily in Taibei on 

September 28 , 1986, plan to recommend the candidate outside the party to 

various circles of society, the central popular representative is elected to 

participate in the end of the year. At this meeting, the non-Party personage 

suddenly claimed to organize the new party - Democratic Progressive Party, 

Democratic Progressive Party will be established formally . Vie for claiming to 

establish a matter before the Kuomintang government removes the party and 

prohibits to Democratic Progressive Party, the Kuomintang proceeds from 

overall situation of political development of Taiwan, has adopted the tolerant 

policy, fact of Democratic Progressive Party's establishment of acquiescence. 

In this way, the establishment of Democratic Progressive Party means too that 

the politics of Taiwan begins to enter competitiveness party politics era.  

Democratic Progressive Party claims it is a political party of democracy, is a 

progressive political party too. Democratic Progressive Party has proposed 

ensuring basic human rights in its party platform draft, establish country's 

sovereign rights of the people , set up power separate and check and 

balance , perfect party politics , ensure freedom of the press , must gather 

freedom of association and spontaneity sport ,etc. basic political opinion. 

Democratic Progressive Party emphasizes, ' people are the centres of the 

country and social system. Survive, country and it is for social system and 

can't survive '. So, should safeguard basic human rights and freedom . 

Moreover, ' the people are sources of all power of the country, only authorize 

and entrust the parliaments at all levels regularly, should reelect in an 

all-round way on time, last policy of determining parliament it must accord 

with the will of the people of ', ' the government is responsible for people, the 

people have the right to supervise to change '. (The editorial board of 
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publishing house of constant change forum, 1996: 28-29)These maintain 

that has reflected modern and popular democratic politics idea with the 

principle, Democratic Progressive Party regards these political ideas as the 

guiding principle of the party and inculcates the Party member and vast 

voter who gives it, will promote the political cultural orientations of these 

people and political elite to change into participant's political culture 

effectively.  

Democratic Progressive Party established on the basis of sport outside the 

party, the politics of inheritting movement outside the party is pursued, has 

inheritted the social base of the movement outside the party too. Taiwan ' 

sports outside the party can survive , healthy and strong , so that group's party, 

mainly it is it is because of Taiwan the economies and society the modernized ', 

and Taiwan new developing middle class modernization bring up pass city 

labourer that educate class outside the party sport and main social base of 

Democratic Progressive Party. First of all, the sport and the leader of 

Democratic Progressive Party outside the party are totally new developing 

middle classes, or activists and supporters of Democratic Progressive Party 

come from the new developing middle class, there are some young 

intellectuals and professional personages not to admit that some of 

Democratic Progressive Party is advocated , but believe that it is a need which 

maintains the system of political party of competitiveness to support the 

opposition in initial stage in Taiwan democratization, therefore support 

Democratic Progressive Party; In addition, are passed the city labourer and 

other social weak tendency strata and ground floor people of education, 

discontented with the social status in oneself , feel helpless in the society, and 

come to participate in politics, they ' form the activity most enthusiastic 
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participant that the candidates of opposition faithfullest voter and opposition 

launched '. (Zhang Jing breeds, 1992: 197-198)certainly, the new developing 

molecule of middle class in Democratic Progressive Party is only a small part 

in the new developing middle class of Taiwan, but not the main body part of the 

new developing middle class, but they or the democracy of advocating join , 

support Democratic Progressive Party, so that the day holding up one's head 

on politics of or Democratic Progressive Party through joining because 

unwilling on the edge of the political rights. As for regarding as the city labourer 

in Democratic Progressive Party main ticket source , social disadvantaged 

groups is the social edge people even more. So, the important task after 

establishing of Democratic Progressive Party is besides continuing attacking 

the autocratic system of the Kuomintang, promoting the democratic reform, 

what influence of expanding Democratic Progressive Party and voter's team, 

defeat the Kuomintang with the ballot.  

From established it to the initial stage of the 1990s, namely before Taiwan 

political structure reform, the political tactics of Democratic Progressive Party 

are still the continuity of the period outside the party, ' adopt the tactics that the 

mass line and parliament's route use alternately , the mass movement of the 

book , in order to educate the people, accumulate political resources; It come 

Israel parliamentary struggle Taiwan not prominent at present it is political 

proper , legitimacy issue of system '. (Meng Fan, 1989: 40)In respect to 

promoting the transition of political cultural orientations of the people of people, 

this period, a series of political propaganda and mass movement that 

Democratic Progressive Party launches have very positive meanings. During 

this period, on one hand Democratic Progressive Party is strengthened and 

educated and propagate and gain selecting to the thing that the people make 
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politics the people live in harmony to elect, Democratic Progressive Party 

utilizes the magazine and oral speech in various kinds of politics gather, attack 

the political system of the Kuomintang mercilessly. These are propagated and 

attacked though quality is not high, and changeable in mood, the instigating is 

very strong, but has influenced and attracted large quantities of people , has 

made many people support the reform, it is very huge that the political 

development of Taiwan is influenced . (Zhang Jing breeds, 1992: 

205-206)Because the political structure reform of Taiwan has not entered 

essence stage yet, the country takes the place of in ten thousand years under 

the Kuomintang's authoritative system, set up committee , martial law system , 

Guoan law , judicial independence all the life, province president and way to 

elect, military country of the president of democracy, object to soldier do 

policy ,etc. topic, all targets that Democratic Progressive Party attacked the 

Kuomintang, propagated the democratic constitutional government. 

Democratic Progressive Party borrows the criticism of these autocratic 

phenomena under the Kuomintang's authoritative system correctly, advocate 

election , constitutional government , such political ideas as sovereignty 

belongs to the people of the west type democracy extensively, call and change 

the political system of authority of the Kuomintang, disintegrate people's 

identification with the Kuomintang's authoritative system, train people's 

legitimacy approval of the democratic way of electing , participating in etc. and 

democratic politics system. On the other hand, Democratic Progressive Party 

mobilizes the people to participate in parading , demonstrating actively,etc. the 

activity and authorities resist, cause a lot of sanguinary conflicts, made the 

political situation of Taiwan in turmoil, and Democratic Progressive Party 

borrowed political right consciousness and political sense of participation that 
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social sports improve the ground floor of Taiwan and disadvantaged groups.  

Since establishing in Democratic Progressive Party, under the oganization 

and support of Democratic Progressive Party and as the Kuomintang 

government remove external conditions , such as martial law ,etc. 寛 Loose, 

Taiwan enters the climax period that the society transports. Radicals especially 

in Democratic Progressive Party - The new trend department adheres to the 

route of the mass movement, set up the so-called democratic grass root to 

organize extensively in Taiwan, arouse the masses and condense strength 

through resisting in the street and parliament's election, expand the voters of 

Democratic Progressive Party in the team and social base . Through the mass 

movement, Democratic Progressive Party attempts to transform all edge social 

group solidarity into social bases and basic voters of Democratic Progressive 

Party. In order to achieve this purpose , strive for all ballots that can be striven 

for , Democratic Progressive Party ' resist with the constant drama extensive 

masses of fight , deducts voter's discontent to existing system tightly, it 

demand it reform by politics, the economic, the unequal in social structure '. 

(Shi ZhengFeng, 1998: 269).  

So, move on later stage of the eighties and the beginning of the 1990s surging 

forward in the society of Taiwan, in such as: Figure and influence that society's 

sports , such as environmental protection sport , peasant's sport , labour 

movement , women's movement , having no sports of housing , aboriginal's 

sport ,etc. all have Democratic Progressive Party. In addition, Democratic 

Progressive Party also passes and makes guiding principle of independence 

of Taiwan , participate in sports of independence of Taiwan, hold the big flag of 

independence of Taiwan high, do one's utmost to attract the ballot of supporter 

of independence of Taiwan .  
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Democratic Progressive Party is through these vigorous propaganda and 

mass movement, the legitimacy that the authority that has not merely 

disintegrated the Kuomintang further rules, promote the Kuomintang to carry 

on the political system reform, realize the democratization of politics, and make 

the supporting rate of Democratic Progressive Party rise year by year. The 

winning the vote rate of Democratic Progressive Party is 22% in the election of 

1986, increased to 28% in 1989. 1991 because Democratic Progressive Party 

the excessive it emphasize independence of Taiwan ,propose ' with the 

common to it is set up Taiwan the republic to throw ' independence of Taiwan 

not radical cause fear of people of advocating, the result makes Democratic 

Progressive Party represent winning the vote rate while electing to drop to 

24% big in the second country. While electing in the setting up the committee 

of 1992, Democratic Progressive Party draw lesson that fail, desalinize 

independence of Taiwan maintain result get 36 ballot. This shows , through 

these activities, the comparatively obvious achievement that Democratic 

Progressive Party seeks pleasure in competing for with the Kuomintang's 

politics. The more important thing is that propaganda which Democratic 

Progressive Party launches and mass movement , have changed the 

orientation of Taiwanese people's political culture and political behavior. Enter 

the mid-or late-1980s, after especially entering the 1990s, the middle class had 

already begun to become the main class of the society. As regards political 

cultural orientation, because its higher social economic status and higher level 

of education of new developing middle class, its has already possessed the 

democratic orientation analogous to the degree and identification with 

democratic system during the process of growing up. Most middle 

classes. ,Support the authority of the Kuomintang to rule in the period of 
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making the transition of Taiwan politics, just their more realistic 

interests ,,Expect steadily , advance the democratic reform in good order. So, 

the motive power of transition of the political culture in Taiwan leaves the 

labourers of the lower stratum and weak tendency ethnicity on one's body. 

Because the education degree is generally relatively low ,,It is a society 

through the weak tendency of the position, these strata are often easier to be 

influenced by traditional subject's political culture. So the political cultural 

transformation to these strata is the key that the political culture in Taiwan 

make the transition. Because the society pass the position low in these strata, 

in the edge of the society, discontended with the thing that the society is easier 

to produce , have revolutionary character even more, once external strength is 

instigated, it will be an important political reactionary strength. Democratic 

Progressive Party makes the best of this characteristic, passes social sports 

again and again, the edge toll used for assaulting the Kuomintang's autocratic 

system, and win the main ticket source of the election. At the same time here, 

these in political right consciousness , democratic consciousness and political 

sense of participation of people of the bottom of society too the propaganda of 

Democratic Progressive Party , agitate waking up, and is consolidated in 

various kinds of sports and institutionalized elections. It is obvious, these 

masses that Democratic Progressive Party launched are social sports have 

promoted these social strata to participate in the understanding of the 

importance to democracy , right , ballot and politics effectively, have promoted 

their political transition of cultural orientation and political behavior too.  

April of 1991, claim not finishing Taiwan authorities " mobilize not suppressing 

a rebellion period " ",1946 , Jian Shang not elected in the first country take the 

place of at the end December 1991 resigning from office all. This indicates that 
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the Kuomintang government returns to the constitution, the beginning of the 

democratic reform of the policy. With the gradual promotion of the 

democratization of politics of Taiwan , propagate the tactics and mass 

movement tactics and begin to face the challenge in politics of Democratic 

Progressive Party. Democratic Progressive Party depended on mobilizing the 

voter's topic , the demand of the political democratic reform of reelecting and 

checking and balancing with power in an all-round way etc. such as ensuring 

human rights , expanding the freedom of speech , Congress in the past, ' 

already the migration with the times and change of the political social 

environment, and lose prominent political function ' (swim and is full of editting 

grandly, 1997: 255)some radical political opinions of Democratic Progressive 

Party lose the appeal gradually, ' the demand of independence of Taiwan 

seems not to change ballots in a short time, and it is social transformation it so 

long as can't shout slogans , or can incorporate by one Jiu into own forces 

cheap as initial stage on '. (Shi ZhengFeng, 1998: 96)And pass street sports 

for over ten years, the washing of social sports, the colony in the bottom of 

society or the edge passes various kinds of sports and elects participation to 

form regular political party inclination, the enlargement of this kind of political 

resource of Democratic Progressive Party is very difficult, moreover, some 

fierce social sports strike the social stability seriously , bring reverse side 

influence to real political interests of Democratic Progressive Party. So, 

Democratic Progressive Party should want to really become a strong 

opposition, and becoming the party in power finally must realize making the 

transition , change the tactics of political struggle, in order to strive for the 

approval and support of the social major stratum of Taiwan. Like this, in a 

situation that the party politics system of competitiveness is established 
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progressively , in order to grow into the party in power, ' Democratic 

Progressive Party needs to develop the new voter very much, begins to seek 

the so-called middle voter , try to orientate oneself as the public policy political 

party to attract voters '. (Shi ZhengFeng, 1998: 113)in order to adapt to the 

new political situation, Democratic Progressive Party takes off with mass social 

sports gradually 鈎,Move towards meeting the area which the political party of 

competitiveness election organizes in the system and serving to melt. Once to 

make Democratic Progressive Party's new trend of the group outside where 

sports of independen ce of Taiwan built up by launching the society and 

moving and outside the system, nearly change over to the operation in the 

system in an all-round way too after 1993. Democratic Progressive Party this 

kind ' outside build to fade attribute, mean electing the general line to become 

the mainstream of Democratic Progressive Party '. The main characteristic that 

Democratic Progressive Party makes the transition this time is ' march toward 

and elect the general line and the whole Gerakan, regard striving for voters as 

goal '. (It is full of editting grandly swimming, 1997: 208)From then on, 

Democratic Progressive Party entered the new political system in an all-round 

way, participated in competitiveness party politics in the system actively.  

Since the 1990s, with the direct popular election in public office , such as 
legislative committee member , Taiwanese provincial governor and the 
president ,etc., the democratization of politics which represents Taiwan was 
finished progressively , the politics of Taiwan has entered competitiveness 
party politics period. Democratic system establishment in Taiwan mean 
Democratic Progressive Party pass to the Kuomintang authority ruling system 
condemnation and fight since establishing too, and has finished to traditional 
subject's political culture ' breaks ' and task of participating in political culture ' 
sets up ' tentatively to the propaganda of the modern democratic politics idea. 
After the democratic system of Taiwan is established with operation of entering 
system of Democratic Progressive Party, function of Democratic Progressive 
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Party is with the Kuomintang and other political parties together, through each 
competition, elect to attract the people to participate in modern democratic 
system operation. Because the operation of the new political system 
contributes to promoting the popularization of new-type political culture and 
consolidating, no doubt, socialized course of training through the participation 
of such constant modern democratic politics etc., participant's political culture 
will be accepted by more and more Taiwanese people, become political culture 
of mainstream of the society of Taiwan.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


